Abstract-Control of spatio-temporal dynamics in broad-area semiconductor lasers is investigated numerically under the condition of strong optical injection. Irregular filamentations of the laser emissions are considerably suppressed as the optical injection ratio is increased. At high optical injections ratios, the laser oscillates with a regular structure in the time-resolved near-field pattern. At the same time, the time-averaged near-field pattern at the exit facet exhibits a good top-hat distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION

H
IGH semiconductor lasers are promising coherent light sources for industrial applications, since they have much higher electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiencies than other lasers. One kind of high-power semiconductor laser is the broad-area semiconductor laser. Broad-area semiconductor lasers have similar structures as conventional edge-emitting lasers except that the emitting region at the front facet is a broad stripe that is up to several hundred micrometers wide. In such structures, the effects of carrier diffusion and light diffraction in the active region play a critical role in the dynamics. Broad-area semiconductor lasers are unstable light sources due to the spatial dependence of the laser oscillations [1] , [2] . While they are capable of emitting high optical powers, they have rather poor beam quality due to instabilities caused by the microscopic dynamics [3] - [5] . Until recently, most research has focused on how to increase the output power of broad-area semiconductor lasers and little attention has been given to the dynamics, which are responsible for the deterioration in the beam quality.
One instability that occurs in the dynamics of broad-area semiconductor lasers is filamentation [3] - [5] . The spatial positions of carrier hole-burning regions fluctuate with time in the laser cavity and this gives rise to local pulsating oscillations with periods of the order of picoseconds. Since the spatial size of these bright spots is of the order of several micrometers, broad-area lasers exhibit rapid spatio-temporal fluctuations. and laser coherence. In spite of several investigations, the origin of dynamic filamentation in broad-area semiconductor lasers is not currently fully understood. Studies have been conducted on controlling and stabilizing the filamentations in broad-area semiconductor lasers. Optical feedback and optical injection are frequently employed to partially or completely suppress the effects of filamentations [7] - [11] . It is widely known that the dynamics of broad-area semiconductor lasers are strongly affected by optical injection; however, quantitative discussions of this are still required. In particular, the relationship between dynamic filamentations and the static beam profile is very important from the viewpoint of applications.
In this letter, we numerically study the control of filamentations in broad-area semiconductor lasers by optical injection. Using a strong optical injection scheme, irregular filamentations become regular oscillations and the near-field pattern of the laser beam has a clean and periodic profile that resembles that produced by a superposition of higher spatial modes. This is consistent with previous experimental results [7] . The time-averaged top-hat characteristics of the beam at the exit facet of the laser are also evaluated.
II. THEORY
Here, we briefly introduce a theoretical model for optical injection in a broad-area semiconductor laser. The model is for an index-guided broad-area laser. Considering the spatial dependence along the stripe width, the laser field ( is the coordinate along the stripe width) is given by [1] ( 1) where ( is the speed of light in vacuum, is the wavenumber, and is the refractive index of the medium) is the diffraction coefficient, is the linewidth enhancement factor, is the gain, is the carrier threshold, ( is the actual injection fraction and is the reflectivity at the facet for the laser amplitude) is the injection coefficient, is the round-trip time of light inside the cavity, is the frequency difference between the injection laser and the laser under consideration, is the noise term induced by spontaneous emission, and is the optical field of the master injection laser. The spontaneous emission term is included in the rate equation since the actual laser oscillations contain noise effects. However, these have 1041-1135/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE little effect on the laser dynamics when the noise induced by spontaneous emission is small. The rate equation is the same as that of a narrow-stripe edge-emitting laser except for the first term on the right-hand side of the equation, which accounts for diffraction in the laser cavity. The filamentation process depends sensitively on , and , in turn, is also affected by dynamic filamentations. However, we assume that is constant since in a previous study good agreement was obtained between theory and experiment under the assumption of constant [3] .
The carrier density also has spatial dependence and it is given by [1] ( 2) where ( is the diffusion length) is the diffusion coefficient, is the injection current, is the elemental charge, is the thickness of the active layer, is the carrier relaxation time, and is the carrier density at transparency. The first term on the right-hand side of (2) represents carrier diffusion. The laser displays a rich variety of dynamics on a microscopic scale due to the presence of the diffraction coefficient in the field equation and the diffusion coefficient in the carrier-density equation.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We employ a simple difference method to numerically solve the rate equations. Since the equations include the dimension corresponding to the optical wavelength, the calculation must be performed on a time scale much smaller than a femtosecond. The spatial step for the calculations is chosen to be much smaller than the optical wavelength. In this numerical simulation, for simplicity, we assume that the stripe width of the active layer is m and that the continuous-wave injection beam is rectangular with a width of 40 m. The beam is symmetrically injected relative to the center of the active layer in the broad-area laser. We used the following values for parameters in the numerical calculations: cavity length m, optical wavelength m, GHz, , , m s, m , m , s, m, m s, m s, m, and . Fig. 1 shows the results for dynamic filamentations at several optical injection ratios with a fixed bias injection current of 1.5 , where is the threshold current. The injection ratio is defined as . is the output amplitude of the broad-area laser at the bias injection current. Fig. 1(a) shows a filament oscillation that occurs between 29.5 and 30.0 ns (vertical axis) for the free-running state. The horizontal axis corresponds to the exit facet of the broad-area laser. Bright spots propagate irregularly in a zigzag manner as a function of time. The typical spatial spot size calculated from the pattern correlation is about 10 m and the temporal filament duration is less than 30 ps. The behaviors of filaments and the filament sizes agree well with the results of previous experiments [3] . Fig. 1(b) is the result for an injection ratio of . The laser exhibits irregular oscillations, but the filament behavior differs from that of a solitary oscillation and the temporal duration of the filament is reduced. In Fig. 1(c) and (d) , which are for optical injection ratios of and , respectively, the laser still undergoes irregular oscillations, but some regular structure can be seen in the pattern and the filament durations are shorter. For an optical injection ratio of , the pattern begins to exhibit a remarkable periodic structure as shown in Fig. 1(e) , there are still filament oscillations. For strong optical injection of in Fig. 1(f) , the laser oscillates with a periodic structure not only temporally but also spatially. Due to the space limitations, we cannot show the spectrum analysis results for the obtained filament patterns; however, remarkable high-frequency components are observable at higher optical injections. Detailed analysis will be given in another paper.
The time-averaged near-field patterns were calculated to demonstrate the macroscopic beam quality. Fig. 2 shows the result for the intensity profile along the stripe width. Since we assumed a rather low bias injection current close to the threshold and an index-guided structure, for single oscillations the laser beam typically has two large peaks at both edges of the stripe, which was also observed in the experiment [12] . When the optical injection ratio is increased, the side peak intensities are suppressed and the laser beam has a flat top-hat profile, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c) . Such flat top-hat beam shapes are very important for practical applications. However, the flat-top beam profile collapses and spatial periodicity is enhanced with a further increase in the optical injection, as shown in Fig. 2(d) to (f) in accordance with the periodic spatial filamentations in Fig. 1 . The peak intensities at both edges of the stripe outside of the optical injection areas increase with an increase in the injection ratio. As the optical injection ratio is increased, the number of low-intensity peaks within the optically injected area increases, since the intensity inside the optical cavity increases. The number of excited spatial modes increases with an increase in the bias injection current. The number of excited spatial modes in broad-area semiconductor lasers for bias injection current variations has been explained by the superposition of Hermite-Gaussian polynomials [12] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that filamentations in broad-area semiconductor lasers are moderately suppressed by strong optical injection and the quality of the time-averaged beam profile is appreciably improved. One of the reasons for this improvement may be the suppression of carrier diffusion due to strong and uniform optical injection. However, the origins of filament suppression and beam shaping are left for further study. In this present study, we only considered the case of zero detuning between the broad-area semiconductor laser and the injection laser. The dynamics in the presence of a finite detuning are also left for further study. In the present study, we assumed that optical injection was achieved using a square beam. Such a configuration is not difficult to achieve by employing some optical elements and filters. However, there are several schemes for optical injection. A more realistic beam for optical injection is a beam with a smooth profile (e.g., a Gaussian beam). We have performed simulations using such beams and found that a larger injection ratio is required to obtain a periodic filament structure than with a square beam. However, similar trends in the development of dynamic filamentations were obtained. Since a broad-area laser has a wider stripe, the positioning of the injection beam at the active layer is not so critical. Also, adjusting the beam position on a micrometer scale is not difficult by employing the current precision technique.
Finally, we point out the achievability of the injection strength used in the numerical simulations. In the simulations, we assumed a strong optical injection with an amplitude ratio as large as , which is four times greater than the output power of a single laser oscillation. For broad-area semiconductor lasers, the maximum possible injection current is usually several times larger than the threshold current, although the maximum injection current varies strongly depends between lasers. For example, a bias injection current of up to ten times the threshold was experimentally demonstrated in a broad-area semiconductor laser [12] . Therefore, as long as the laser is biased at a relatively low injection current, we can avoid damaging the laser by strong optical injection (e.g., causing catastrophic optical damage).
